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Abstract— Software defect prediction models are essential for
understanding quality attributes relevant for software
organization to deliver better software reliability. This paper
focuses mainly based on the selection of attributes in the
perspective of software quality estimation for incremental
database. A new dimensionality reduction method Wilk’s
Lambda Average Threshold (WLAT) is presented for selection of
optimal features which are used for classifying modules as fault
prone or not. This paper uses software metrics and defect data
collected from benchmark data sets. The comparative results
confirm that the statistical search algorithm (WLAT)
outperforms the other relevant feature selection methods for
most classifiers. The main advantage of the proposed WLAT
method is: The selected features can be reused when there is
increase or decrease in database size, without the need of
extracting features afresh. In addition, performances of the
defect prediction models either remains unchanged or improved
even after eliminating 85% of the software metrics.
Key Words: Software defect prediction, ANOVA, Wilk’s
Lambda, incremental feature selection.

1. INTRODUCTION
Defect prediction has lot of importance in software
engineering process. An established approach for this task is
building software quality prediction model that estimates
program module’s quality in terms of defect prone and not
defect prone [1-5]. Practitioner can apply such models
towards implementing a software quality improvement
activity for more cost effective usage of the limited project
resources. Software qualities of products or process are
characterized by software attributes for software
development [6]. From the literature, it is understood that
focus is given to software metrics like code level metrics and
defect data for building these models as it is assumed that
these software metrics will confirm the quality of end
product. One can build effective defect prediction model by
exploring the knowledge from the historical data. Generally
defect prediction models formed from previous data available
and after validating the model; it is ready to predict the
quality in terms of the fault proneness of modules which are
under current development. The goal is to obtain high
software reliability and quality with effective use of
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resources. Since quality prediction models are built using
the available software metrics and knowledge stored in them,
the selection of relevant metrics data becomes an integral and
important part of model building in order to achieve high
classification accuracies [6]. In other words, the selection of
appropriate quality measurement data is necessary for the
model to achieve high predictive accuracy. The number of
features will also be reduced to lower the classifier’s
complexity and computational time. Furthermore, as the
days go on there, may be a chance of incrementing or
updating the database as some changes may occur in the
source code in the maintenance phase. In this case when the
database gets incremented, accordingly there is a chance that
some metrics may lose their strength and some may gain
strength for contributing to the final accuracy of the classifier
to predict the class. So there is a need of reselecting the
important attributes for better accuracy. Hence the process
needs to be run from the scratch which is a time consuming
procedure. To overcome this disadvantage there is a need for
finding the feature selection model which works for
incremental databases also.
The paper mainly focuses on
i. Feature selection process is based on the statistical
measure (WLAT) and thus improving the quality of
software defect prediction models and
ii. Re usage of the selected features for incremental
database without any time overhead with enhanced
performance.
There are two types of feature selection methods, namely:
Wrappers and Filters. Wrapper method chooses the relevant
features based on the predictive accuracy of the model [8].
Though the wrapper methods give better performances, they
are comparatively computationally expensive. Filter methods
select the features without constructing the predictive
accuracy of the model, but by heuristically determined
relevant knowledge [7] and wrapper method will be too
expensive also for incremental database computing.
This paper focuses on the statistical method based on
Analysis of Variance Discriminant Analysis (ANOVA DA)
Wilk’s lambda to select features which can be used when the
database is updated. The comparative analysis is done using
three feature ranking techniques and validated using six
classifiers. For most of the classifiers, features selected
through the proposed method
gives better performance and
reusability of the selected
metrics is also shown for
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incremental database. Software defect prediction datasets are
used for evaluation of feature selection and classification
techniques. Further experimental analysis shows that the
performance of the model remains almost same even after
removing over 85% of the attributes from the original dataset
or even improving in some cases. It is uncovered that a
reduced search space neither declines the outcomes of the
feature subset selection methods, nor does it poorly affect the
predictive performances of the classification models. In fact,
the subsets of software attributes are obtained from the
reduced search spaces and they are more relevant to the class
(fault-proneness label) attribute.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
discusses the literature survey of feature selection in software
defect prediction followed by the proposed methodology and
Experimental Analysis, and finally the paper concludes with
a discussion of results.
2. RELATED WORK
Software defect prediction is important for effective
resource utilization and for aiding of project managers.
Recently Data mining techniques are applied for software
defect predictions. The high dimensionality of data is one of
the demanding problems in data mining process. It needs lot
of computation throughout the learning process and also
high dimensionality degrades the performance or results of
learning algorithm. One of the effective methods for
handling high dimensionality of the data is a feature or
attribute selection method which reduces irrelevant and
redundant attributes. Feature selection is one of the data
preprocessing step which is performed before actual learning
task in the data mining process. Feature selection techniques
are generally divided into two groups: wrapper-based and
filter-based [7-8]. The key factor of the filter-based approach
lies in its faster computation compared to wrapper based
approach. Many applications of feature selection are
available in various fields have been reported [9-12].
Hall and Holmes [13] investigated six feature selection
methods which produce ranked attributes and applied these
methods on several UCI machine learning repository. The
main focus of feature selection is in identifying the condition
of patient for cardiac pacemaker implantation and is studied
by Ilczuk et al. [14]. The importance of feature selection in
text mining is studied by Forman [9]. Recently the feature
selection techniques have been used widely in software
quality domain for prediction of better software quality and
reliability. Rodr’iguez et al. [15] stated that the reduction in
feature set or dataset maintained the prediction capability of
the original datasets while using fewer attributes. He applied
three filter based approaches and two wrapper based models
for five software engineering datasets. Importance of feature
selection for software cost/effort estimation is studied by
Chen et al., [16]. They used COCOCMO-1, COCOCMO-2
datasets and recommended the feature selection in cost
modeling, particularly when dealing with very small datasets
and concluded that reduced datasets could improve the
performance. Pizzi et al. [17] explained a stochastic metric
selection method identifies subset which is most effective in
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prediction of software module complexity. Three benchmark
datasets have been used for evaluation of classification
method. Jong et al. [18] used SVM’s for feature selection in
the context of text mining in which attributes have binary
value. In a recent study [19], the author has studied feature
selection techniques with filter based approaches for defect
prediction and concluded that performance of classification
models either improved or not effected when only 15% of the
original features were included. However the disadvantage of
ranking approaches used in filter methods is to decide the
numbers of features are to be used for classification. There is
no known theory that particular numbers of features are to be
used for better classification accuracy. Also, they cannot be
used for incremental database as the features themselves may
lose their power as the number of instances increased or
decreased in the database. This disadvantage is overcome by
the proposed method of this paper, and also the time taken is
reduced for selection of best features even for the incremental
database. In recent years incremental feature learning is
being given attention, the learning algorithm is designed
with an effective feature selection algorithm which can
handle updated features [20]. However, incremental learning
cannot handle feature selection for incremental database.
Also the incremental feature selection has not been addressed
till now as far as literature is considered for software defect
prediction and this paper proposes the reusability of the
extracted or reduced features by using the statistical feature
selection method, which works when additional records or
instances are added.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper proposes a statistical measure based approach
using Wilk’s Lambda Average threshold Technique
(WLAT) which reduces the features in the search space and
selects the optimal feature set which can be used for the
incremental database also.
3.1 ANOVA Discriminant Analysis
ANOVA Discriminant Analysis (ADA) method uses
single dependent continuous variable and make use of more
than one independent categorical variable. The ADA is an
exceptional statistical method for classification as it provides
the relation of features among groups and within-groups.
ANOVA is a special form of the General Linear Model. It
can be written as
y = Xb+e
(1)
where, X is a matrix with predictors or Independent
Variables (IVs), y is a Dependent Variable (DV), b is a vector
of regression coefficients (weightings) and e is a vector of
error terms. ADA is a procedure which determines whether
differences exist among two or more population means by
analyzing the within-group and between group variances.
For classification, SPSS tool is used [21], where a dependent
variable signifies 0 for Not Fault prone (NFP) and 1 for Fault
Prone (FP). The features are
treated
as
independent
categorical variables. The
ADA classifier predicts the
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discriminating power for each feature for classifying the
modules either as Fault Prone (FP) or Not Fault prone (NFP).
In this paper, Wilk’s lambda measure is used for checking
the classification capability of various features. Wilks
lambda is very much useful for testing the null hypothesis in
which
populations have identical means on D
(discriminating function). Wilks’ lambda is defined as the
ratio of within-group sum of squares to the total sum of
squares.
Wilk’s lambda,



ss _ withingroup
ss _ total

(2)

For each feature, Wilk’s lambda measure can be calculated
using Eq. (2). The low Wilk’s lambda indicates high
classification capability of the feature. Hence, the Wilk’s
lambda statistic measure obtained by ADA is used to
calculate the classification capability of each feature and its
significance in classification accuracy.
3.2 WLAT Feature Reduction Technique.
The goal of this proposed method is to reduce the number
of features used for classification of defects. In this method,
the Wilk’s Lambda statistics for all features are obtained and
average is calculated. The average Wilk’s lambda statistic
measure is obtained by equation (3)

avg 

f 1  f 2  ....fn

(3)

n

where λf is Wilk’s lambda statistic for each feature. Using
the calculated average value, the number of features for
classification is reduced. The algorithm for feature reduction
is given below.
Algorithm
_____________________________________________
Input:
1. D Dataset with Features Fj where j=1…. m with
(i) Each instance x  D is assigned to one of
the two classes c(x)  {FP, NFP};
(ii) The value of attribute Fj for instance x is
denoted as Fj (x);
Method
1. Find the accuracy of D using ADA and
store in variable ACC.
2. For each Fj, j=1 …………….m do
Calculate
Wilk’s
lambda

j 

6. Reduce the feature set by considering
λj  T
7. Store the reduced feature set R where
R= {λj / λj  λavg}
where j is the
index of reduced features
8. Find the accuracy of reduced feature set R
using ADA store in ACC1.
9. If ACC1  ACC
Repeat steps 3 to 8 for reduced set R.
10. Else OPS  R
where OPS is the
optimal feature set

ss _ withingroup
ss _ total

for

all

Output:
The optimal feature set
______________________________________________
This paper considers four datasets; the details of data sets
are given in table 4 .For each dataset, λavg is calculated for
the features present. According to the algorithm presented
above, the number of features is reduced and stored as subset
of features as WLAT level 1. Accuracy is found for the subset
features, if found good next WLAT level features are selected
using the same procedure. The procedure continues until a
single feature is obtained or the accuracy for different subsets
levels is same. If the accuracy is same or has a slight variation
for the subsets, then the subsets with minimum number of
features are selected for experimental purpose and better
results are achieved. The details of number of features
selected through WLAT method for PC1 dataset are given in
Fig. 1, the different WLAT levels are obtained and also
feature set with minimum number of features is selected
according to the accuracy of the feature set. From the Fig. 1,
it is understood that only four features are enough for better
prediction and collection of those four features are sufficient
for that particular project. This will further improve the
classification speed and also relatively reduces the
computational cost and complexity. Also, this method can be
successfully be implemented for incremental database also.
In WLAT Level 1:
λ avg = 0.811
Number of features (Reduced set) =13 (out of 21)
Accuracy = 93.4%
In WLAT Level 2:
λ avg = 0.657
Number of features (Reduced set) = 6 (out of 13)
Accuracy=93%

the

features
3. Set R {λj } where j=1 to m

In WLAT Level 3:
λ avg= 0.6
Number of features (Reduced set) = 4 (out of 6)
Accuracy=93.4%

m

 j
4. Calculate average ,

λavg =

j 1

m

,



λj  R, m= number of features
5. T  λavg
/* Fix λavg as the threshold
T */
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Fig. 1 Classification accuracies of original and
reduced features
TABLE 1. Details of number of features selected and
their Wilk’s lambda and
their accuracies of different
datasets
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Dataset name

KC2

JEDIT
3.2

PC4

PC1

Original
features
&accuracy

21/21

20/20

37/37

21/21

84.4

84%

89.7%

84.4%

λavg

0.85

0.95

0.97

0.811

0.81

0.89

0.95

0.677

12/21

9/20

17/37

13/21

84.4%

79.4%

89.0%

84.4%

6/12

5/9

6/17

6/13

specific learner and this will make difficult to find best
suitable wrapper since many learners are available to choose
from.
4.2 Feature Selection techniques

WLAT
level 1

For the experimentation, Chi square method (CS)[23],
RELIEF [25] Support Vector Machines (SVM)[26] filter
methods are used , WEKA, an open source data mining tool
is used. All the classifiers and feature selection techniques
are experimented using default parameters in WEKA [24].
4.3 Classifiers

WLAT level2

84.4%
WLAT level 3

79.8

88.7%

84.4%

4/6

3/5

6/6

4/6

84.4%

79.0%

88.7%

84.4%

In the table1, classification accuracies for the original
feature set and reduced feature set is shown for different
datasets. For some datasets even though there is a slight
variation between original feature set and reduced feature set
(0.2-0.3), the minimum number of features are selected as
optimal features because the difference is negligible.
Experiments are done with those features and better
performance is observed.
From the table 6, it is observed that for KC2 dataset, only
four features out of twenty one are selected. In JEDIT 3.2
dataset only 5 out of 20 are selected as optimal features and
for PC4 dataset only 6 features are selected out of 37 features
as optimal features.
4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
4.1 Feature Selection Techniques and Classification
Models Considered
In this paper, many feature ranking techniques are used,
and all these are based on filter-based feature ranking
techniques. In these types of filters, no learners will be
involved. Descriptions about these techniques are specified
in the next subsections.
Feature ranking techniques evaluate attributes based on
certain specified criterion and rank the attributes
accordingly. However, it was observed that sometimes an
attribute may not be useful by itself, but it will have greatest
impact when it is combined with other attributes. Feature
subset selection approach of by searching and selecting
subsets of attributes that collectively have good performance.
Attribute selection can also be divided into wrappers and
filters [22]. This paper considers only filters instead of
wrappers for feature selection for comparison with the
proposed work. The reasons include that (1) the use of
wrappers would be too complex for inclusion in our case
study; (2) Though they give better results comparatively they
are computationally costly; and (3) the wrappers depend on
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The six classifiers used in this study are Naïve Bayesian
(NB), Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), SMO, Classification
via Regression (CvR), Radial Bias Function Network
(RBFN) and Instance based K Nearest neighbor (IBK)
[27-32]. These techniques can be used based on their use in
software engineering. The fact is that, they do not have a
built-in attribute selection capability. In general, default
settings of these learners are considered as specified in
WEKA [24]. However, changes to default parameters were
obtained in response to significant improvement in classifier
performance.
4.4 Performance Metrics
Different performance measures shown in
table 3 are
used in data mining to evaluate the classifier. For classifier
prediction, there are four possible outcomes: true positive
(TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false
negative (FN). Using these, a two by two matrix called
confusion matrix is formed which is described in table2. The
four values |T P|, |T N|, |FP|, and |FN| are specified by the
confusion matrix and they become basis for several other
performance metrics. These metrics are frequently used in
data mining and machine learning.
TABLE 2. Confusion matrix
Obtained result

+

-

+

TP

FP

-

FN

TN

Correct result

By combining values in the confusion matrix in table 2
composite measures are calculated. In case of imbalanced
data which is proportional to the class distribution (where
code is viewed in two classes – faulty or non-faulty), the
above measures are very useful.
Accuracy (acc) [33], Area under Curve (AUC) [34],recall
and precision are widely used in all kinds of data mining
classifiers.
TABLE
3.
Different
performance metrics
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Recall
pd (probability of
detection)
Sensitivity
Precision
pf (probability of
false alarm)
Specificity
F-measure

TP / (,TP + FN)
TP / (TP + FP)
FP / (FP + TN)
TN / (TN + FP)
2 x Recall x Precision)/
(Recall+Precision)

Accucy

(TN + TP) / (TN + FN + FP +TP)
A graphical plot of the sensitivity
Receiver operating
(or pd) vs.
characteristic
specificity (or pf)
This paper uses ROC as the performance measure for the
evaluation of the proposed method
5. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
5.1 Software Measurement Data
Experiments are conducted and defect data collected from
four real-world software projects, including NASA software
projects. PC1, PC4, KC2 and JEDIT3.2 have been used in
this research work. These projects include static code
features and combination of static and design features along
with object oriented metrics. These are combination of
product, process and execution metrics. In a program
module, the dependent variable is the class of that program
module. A module with one or more faults is considered fp
(fault prone) and nfp (not fault prone) otherwise. For JEDIT,
we prepared the dataset and assigned final class by
considering the number of bugs in the last column. If at least
one bug is present, then that module is considered as fault
prone else not fault prone. PC1, KC2 contains 21 features,
JEDIT contains 20 features and 1 class and these are object
oriented features and PC4 contains 37 metrics which are
combinations of different metrics. Description of datasets is
given in table 4.
5.2 Experimental Results
The practitioner should select number of features for
classification before operating on feature ranking technique.
From the literature survey, it is understood that, no guidance
is provided for selecting the appropriate number of features.
TABLE 4. Dataset description
No
of No
of No
of
attributes
defective%
not-defective%
with
instances
PC1
21/947
6.94
93.05
KC2
21/487
16.5
84.5
JEDIT .2
20/333
40.3
59.7
PC4
37/1255
20
80
To construct Random Forests learners for binary
classification, a recent study [35] recommended using
features for imbalanced data sets where n is the total number
Dataset
name
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of the independent attributes. Moreover, a preliminary
investigation showed that
features are appropriate for
various learners. Consequently, attributes are chosen for the
evaluation purpose. Accordingly the numbers of features are
selected for the datasets used.
In this paper, WLAT method is proposed for feature
reduction and to select optimal subset features through which
search space may be reduced. WLAT is a statistical measure
based on ADA. The features selected through the proposed
method are compared with the other feature selection method
using different classifiers. With four datasets and six
classifiers, 12 subsets have been constructed and evaluated
where WLAT method performs better in most of the cases or
at least comparable. The advantage of WLAT lies in the
extraction of features that can be reused again in future when
the database gets updated without extracting the components
again and again. Generally, as the database increases, the
power of the features also changes and accordingly some
features may become less important even if they had highest
importance before updating. Hence, to achieve better
classification accuracy, high power features have to be
selected and feature selection must be done from the
beginning, which is time consuming because same task has
to be repeated for the same number of attributes. But in case
of WLAT even if the database is updated, the previously
selected features can be used as the best features and high
accuracy can be obtained using them and time for feature
selection can be reduced. This method also can be called as
Hybrid search algorithm because it reduces the search space
according to the WLAT method and then selects an optimal
feature subset which gives highest classification/prediction
accuracy. The other feature selection algorithms are based on
ranking of features. Hence, as the database gets incremented
ranking of features differs and feature selection process is to
be performed again to select the best features.
5.3 Results of the Feature Selection Techniques
In order to investigate the performance of our algorithm,
the six different models are constructed with data sets
consists of selected attributes only. AUC performance metric
can be used to evaluate the defect prediction models. The
classifier performance results are presented in Figures 2-5. In
the experiments, ten-fold cross-validation is used for model
training. The values presented in the graphs represent the
average AUC for every classification model constructed over
the ten-fold cross-validation. All the results of four feature
selection techniques over four different software data sets are
reported. The results are pictorially represented and they
show that proposed method is better in most of the cases and
for others it is equally comparable.
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Fig. 5. Performance of PC4 in terms if AUC

Fig. 2. Performance in terms of AUC for PC1 dataset

Fig. 3 Performance in terms of AUC for KC2

From the graphs, it is concluded that features selected
from the proposed (WLAT) method achieves better AUC
values for most of the classifiers, as the features depends on
the grouping variable i.e., class variable as it computes the
power of attributes using within group variance.
Comparatively, in some cases features selected through Chi
square [] feature selection technique also has performed
better. Hence it can be considered as a good feature selection
technique for software defect prediction. The features
selected through the other two approaches, i.e., SVM and
RELIEF also show good performance comparatively. The
AUC values with selected features for different classifiers
obtained are in the range of (0.6-0.9). This shows that the
selected features are good predictors and can be used for
effective defect prediction. Considering Classifiers, SMO
performs worst as its AUC is 0.5 and it is constant throughout
the database for all classifiers, hence it cannot be practically
used for defect prediction. Naive Bayes algorithm performs
better for all the datasets as it is highly affected by the
percentage of defect modules. Classification via Regression,
RBFN and MLP- a neural network algorithm achieves better
performance comparatively. The performance of IBK
depends purely on the dataset as it selects the nearest
neighbors and performs prediction. Hence results may vary
according to the data considered for training the model.
Other than SMO all algorithm can be considered as good
defect prediction models. It can also be mentioned that the
classifiers performance is increased even though 85% of
attributes are deleted. It is also understood that classifiers
performance depends on the dataset it uses and the good
feature selection technique. Though the features selected
from Chi-square and Relief methods give better performance
for some of the algorithms, they cannot be used for
incremental database.
5.4 Analysis for Incremental Databases

Fig. 4 Performance of JEDIT in terms of AUC
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In future, the database may be updated with some new
records as the software keeps on changing. Updated database
may be available for prediction. If the features are to be
selected from the updated database, feature selection process
has to be done for finding
efficient features as a feature’s
contribution for final accuracy
changes as the number of rows
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are added to the database. The disadvantage of the feature
ranking algorithms is they cannot be used for incremental
database because the ranking of features changes as the data
gets added. Reselection has to be done from scratch, which is
a time consuming process. The proposed overcomes this
advantage.
The proposed WLAT method allows reuse of the features
without extracting again and again for the same database
even though it is updated. This is because ADA Wilk’s
lambda of the features is calculated based on the within group
statics by computing each feature a number of times. The
average of Wilk’s lambda of all the features is taken each and
every time and the best features selected based on the
accuracy. Once the best features are selected, they can be
used even though the database is updated without re
performing the feature selection process. This will reduce the
time consuming process. Here experiments are done on three
datasets. The datasets are updated by adding 10%, 20%, and
50% records to the original data, for updated database the
proposed process is applied. The same number of attributes
selected before updating the database has been reselected
again after updating the database through WLAT method.
Considering other feature selection techniques based on
ranking, the different features are selected. Experimental
results show that performance also increased with the same
features using the proposed method. Top ranked attributes
have been used for comparison according to
features
concept for other feature selection techniques. The below
tables 5-7 show the attribute id’s for each dataset which
participate in the feature selection process.
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In the feature selection process, the rank of attribute id’s
change after updating records in the database. The databases
are updated by adding different number of records to them.

Feature
selection
algorithm
WLAT
SVM
RELIF
Chi-square

TABLE 8: Performance of feature selection techniques
for incremental database in terms of AUC

TABLE 5. PC1 dataset
Id’s of Previous No. of attributes
and attributes after updating the
records
(2,19,16,17)
(4,7,14,,5,2)/(4,7,14,1,9)
(36,10,23,17,15)/(36,10,17,23,15)
(4,36,28,27,10)/(4,36,28,6,9)

TABLE 6. KC2 dataset
Feature selection Id’s of Previous No. of attributes and
algorithm
attributes after updating the records
WLAT
(1,18,16,17)/(1,18,16,17)
SVM
(11,16,20,18)/(6,20,11,8)
RELIF
(7,17,14,16)/(7,17,14,9)
Chi-square
(14,16,15,1)/(14,15,16,18)
TABLE 7:PC4 dataset
Feature selection Id’s of Previous No. of attributes and
algorithm
attributes after updating the records
WLAT
(18,1,7,8)
SVM
(18,3,15,16)/(21,18,16,3)
RELIF
(7,17,8,9)/(7,17,9,8)
Chi-square
(20,18,19,6)/(20,18,11,19)
From the tables 5-7, it is understood that there is slight
variation in the ranking of attributes for other feature
selection techniques, but still the whole process has to be
done because it is not fixed that only those attributes get
selected. The proposed method overcomes the above problem
by using WLAT technique. Hence it can be concluded that
the proposed method works well for many classifiers without
reselecting the features. The ROC values for different
classifiers using different feature selection techniques over
the datasets are presented in table 8. The performance of the
features selected through proposed method obtains better or
equally comparable results with the same number of
previously selected attributes. For almost all classifiers, there
is an increase in the accuracy with same attributes even when
the database is updated compared to original feature set. The
very little difference is seen for the proposed feature selection
method compared to other feature selection methods; this can
be ignored when the time taken for selecting the attributes for
existing methods is considered.
The main advantages of WLAT method are
i. Achieving good classification accuracy for most of the
classifiers.
ii. Minimum number of features is selected for
classification purpose.
iii. Re selecting or Re-extracting of features is avoided for
updated database.
iv. It can be successfully used for incremental database.
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PC1ADD
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6. CONCLUSION
Before training a specified defect prediction model, clever
selection of software metrics improves the end result by
avoiding redundant and less important features. WLAT
feature dimension reduction approach is used in this paper
for decreasing the number of features effectively used for
defect classification. The proposed WALT method has
reduced features according to different datasets and WLAT
levels and the classification accuracy obtained is encouraging
for different databases. The classification accuracy is
compared with recently proposed feature selection
techniques such as SVM, Chi-square etc.
The proposed method gives better or same classification
accuracy when compared to other methods. The main benefit
of the proposed WLAT method is that the preferred selected
features can be reused when there is increase or decrease in
database size, without extracting components every time.
This is shown through the experiments conducted on the
updated database. Different feature selection techniques and
classifiers have been investigated and concluded that
proposed method is better for
most of the classifiers. Also, it
is concluded that
the
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performance of classifiers has no significant change and
sometimes better even after deletion of 85% of the attributes.
Hence the best feature selection technique should be used for
better classifier performance irrelevant of the data. In the
future, much investigation has to be done using different
datasets with the proposed method and many feature
selection techniques have to be investigated. It is much
better if generalized feature selection technique is proposed
which is independent of the dataset.
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